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PATTERN
PATTERN through a writer's eyes
ON either side of the canal dream palaces
competed with each other in the exuberant fancy
of their facades: marble-pillared arches, round
and pointed, rose from the water to support
fretworks of other arches, pointed and cusped,
and they in their turn bore arcades of yet finer
and more intricate traceries. Windows, square,
oval and round, framed in carved filigrees, filled
the intervening spaces. Even the corners of the
buildings had their braided or cabled ornament
from water's edge to roof.
From TRUMPETS FROM MONTPARNASSE
By Robert Gibbings (Irish, 1889-1958)
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The 30 images

Bawden, Easter design for Fortnum & Mason
Blake, Got a girl
Burton, Royal Tournament
Caulfield, Pottery
Chinese, The grand wedding of Emperor Guangxu
Day, Calyx
English, Embroidered bed valence
English, Plain tile mosaic
Escher, Symmetry drawing, E31
French, The shepherds
Grant, Omega design
Indian, Flying celestial musicians from Abaneri
Islamic, Interior of a mosque
Istanbul, Panel of hadis
Kneepad, The arrival on earth of the first...
Matisse, Interior with Egyptian curtain
Matisse, The dance
Morris, Evenlode
Nigeria, Adire-eleko cloth
Pawnee, Bearclaw necklace
Richards, Blob
Severini, expansion of the light
Shetland, Fair Isle knitting pattern
Toorop, Delft salad oil
Turkey, Mug or jug
Turkmenistan, Embroidered felt camel blanket
Unknown, Henry VIII
Voysey, Bushey
Voysey, Owl design

Toorop, Delft salad oil
For easy navigation blue signals a link to a
relevant page. Click to follow the link.
Top right of every page is a link returning to
this LIST OF CONTENTS page.
Click here for a full list of Goodwill Art titles.
These sets of pictures on popular themes with teaching
guides are intended to be sufficiently general for teachers
to select and adapt the ideas to match students’ ability
and individual needs at any age.
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